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Result of Program Implementation

Achievements in FY200８ (Self Review)

Future Plan

Fiscal year of 2008 is the second year of our project and we have continued our strong efforts on this
project. The project aims at performing a strong human network among active researchers in Japan,
US, Germany,  and Sweden, and also at reinforcing the community by fostering young scientists to
bear the next generation of the field and preparing the system for exchanging various information. The
Japanese members have made close contact with foreign members through joint experiments and
exchange of researches.  In fiscal year 2008, we organized a winter school at Nagoya University on
Jan. 26-29, 2009 with a title of  "Organic Crystals".  This is a very unique school in our community,
and gave young resarchers of participants a chance to study cutting-edge research in the field of
organic electronics with a true basis on the preparation of organic conductors and semiconductors.
Finally, during this project, our project chair as well as a great leader and mentor in this field, Prof.
Kazuhiko Seki passed away at the end of June, 2008.  Prof. Ouchi replaced his task soon afterwards,
and every member has continued his program duty as has been assigned.
His loss is more than a shock, sorrow and regret. However, his original plan has been truly carried out
and we are proud to say the second year was also successfully finished.

【Joint Research】 As for joint research, we have sent total 15 members to Germany, the US, and
Sweden.  Project (1) with use of synchrotron facility was very active and 9 researchers stayed  in
Germany(BESSY) and Sweden(MAX-LAB) for total 137 days. Projects (2) and (3) are equally active,
and one of the Japanese members jointly applied an US patent with a foreign member on organic
"molecular memory".  It is an unique patent, which will be one of our biggest results by virtue of this
project.
【Seminar】Two seminars were organized accordingly, one was in Nagoya in Jan. 2009 as a winter
school and the other was in Princeton as ESPMI-IV. 14 Japanese members participated in ESPMI-IV,
to study the recent understanding and future prospects on the electronic structure of organic interfaces.
Another seminar, Winter School at Nagoya University has delt with "organic crystals", with total 81
participants from Japan and overseas. These two seminars were very fruitful not only for senior
researchers but also for younger generations because the topics were very interdisciplinary and no
single conference can cover whole relevant topics together with organic electronics.
【Research Exchanges】11 researchers traveled to the core and cooperating institutions in Germany,
Sweden and US for research exchanges.
【Publicity】We issued a brochure at the end of fiscal year, which contains our member info., activity
report, and plan for the next FY. We also opend our own website.
 http://mat.chem.nagoya-u.ac.jp/info/CtC/CtCindex_e.html

During a course of this project, we have already built a couple of future plans, and some of them have
already been being on the process.  ASOMEA-V in October 2009 in Sweden, which is the consecutive
conference of ASOMEA-IV at Chiba, has been scheduled and almost all Japanese members will join.
Another seminar, ESPMI-V is again scheduled at Chiba in January 2010.  On its way to make a close
contact with foreign foundations, Prof. Ueno at Chiba has obtained an invitation through Humboldt
foundation to stay 3 months in Germany.  Prof. Awaga at Nagoya university have applied a presidential
fund to establish a consortium on organic electronics in his institute.  He has also started another
international collaboration with mostly his English collaborators under the other Japanese fundation
agency, which will help maintaining our international collaboration activities very much.  As a result of
this project, Kyoto University and Chiba University have successfully made international agreement
with University of Wurzburg and University of Linkoeping.
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